Remark 1. The map $ is a homomorphism of (XXX, T) onto (FX F, T),
where (JX^, T) denotes the squared transformation group defined by the condition that (xi, xf)EXXX and tET imply (xi, xf)t = (xit, Xit).
Remark 2. Let R be an invariant closed equivalence relation in X, and let X be the canonical map of X onto X\R. Then X is a homomorphism of (X, T) onto (A^|£, T), where (X\R, T) denotes the partition transformation group defined by the condition that xEX and tET imply (xR)t=(xt)R.
That R is invariant closed means R is an invariant closed subset of the phase space of (XXX, T). As usual X\R denotes the partition [x£|xG-^] of X provided with the quotient topology.
Remark 3. Let R = Ay<p-1, and let pr. Y-*X\R be defined by yp = y<p~1 (yEY). Then p is an isomorphism of (F, T) onto (X\ R, T). Here Ay denotes the diagonal of FX F. This remark, together with Remark 2, shows that homomorphic images of transformation groups and partition transformation groups are simply different ways of speaking of the same thing. For convenience, we shall sometimes use one language rather than the other.
Remark 4. Let Ri and Ri he invariant closed equivalence relations in X such that £iC£2, and let X be the canonical map of X\Ri onto ^|i?2. Then X is a homomorphism of (-X"|i?i, T) onto (X\R2, T).
Remark 5. Let ((Xit T)\iEI) be a family of transformation groups with the same phase group T, lor each iEI let Xj be a homomorphism of (X, T) into (Xi, T) such that (X,-| iEI) separates points of X, and let X: X-> X <er Xi be the map such that xEX implies xX = (xX,| iEI). Then X is an isomorphism of (X, T) into ( Xisr Xit T), where ( X<er Xit, T) denotes the cartesian product transformation group defined by the condition that (x(\iEI)E Xi€jXf and tET imply (xi\iEI)t = (Xit\iEP). Definition 3. The transformation group (X, T) is said to be distal in case Xi, XiEX with Xit^x2 implies the existence of an index a of X such that (xit, Xif)(£.a for all tET-
The space X, being compact, has a unique compatible uniformity. The transformation group (X, T) is said to be equicontinuous or uniformly equicontinuous, in case the transition group G = [7r(| tE T] has this property. It is readily proved that uniformly equicontinuous implies distal, but not conversely. (Consider a quasirotation of an annulus, the individual circles spinning at different rates.) It is known [4, 4.38 ] that these three properties of (X, T) are pairwise equivalent:
equicontinuous, uniformly equicontinuous, almost periodic. Remark 6. If (X, T) is [distal] [equicontinuous] and if Z is an invariant subset of X, then (Z, T) is [distal] [equicontinuous].
Remark 7. Let ((X{, T)\iEI) be a family of [distal] [equicontinuous] transformation groups with the same phase group. Then ( X iei Xit T) is also [distal] [equicontinuous]. Lemma 1. Let I be a set, for each iEI let Ri be an invariant closed equivalence [February relation in X such that T is [distal} {equicontinuous} on X\Rit and let R = \r\i<Ei R,-Then R is an invariant closed equivalence relation in X such that T is [distal] [equicontinuous] on X\R.
Proof. It is readily verified that R is an invariant closed equivalence relation in X. By Remark 4, for each iEI the canonical map A, of X\R onto X|i?i is a homomorphism of iX\R, T) onto (X|i?,-, T). By the definition of R, (A,-|i£-0 separates points of X|i?. By Remark 5, there exists an isomorphism X of (X|R, T) into ( X,er X\R{, T). By Remark 7, ( X,-6r X\RU T) is [ on X\R. Such exist; for example, take R = XXX. Define S = C\iei Ri. The conclusion follows from Lemma 1. Definition 4. The least invariant closed equivalence relation S in X such that T is distal on X|.S is called the distal structure relation of (X, T) and the corresponding transformation group (X|S, T) is called the distal structure transformation group of (X, T). We may denote the distal structure relation of (X, T) by 5 (distal; (X, T)) or S (distal; X) or Sx (distal) or 5 (distal). Completely analogous definitions hold if "distal" is replaced by "equicontinuous."
Clearly, S (distal)ES (equicontinuous); the inclusion may be proper.
[Consider a quasirotation. ]
Remark 8. Our primary concerns in this paper are the distal and equicontinuous structure relations. However, we observe that the properties distal and equicontinuous may be replaced in Theorem 1 and Definition 4 by any other property which satisfies Remarks 6 and 7. Example 1. Let A, B, C be concentric circles in the plane with radii 1, 2, 3. Let X be the union of A, B, C together with a counterclockwise spiral from A to B as limit sets and a counterclockwise spiral from B to C as limit sets. Let C he provided with the topology induced by that of the plane. Let T = S, the additive group of all integers with its discrete topology, and let ir1 be the homeomorphism of X onto X which is a spin of 1 radian on A, B, C and which increases angular coordinates by 1 radian for points on the spiral. Definition 5. The points x and y of X are said to be proximal (each to the other) provided that if a is an index of X, then there exists tET such that ixt, yt)Ea. The proximal relation of (X, T), denoted P(X, T) or P(X) or Px or P, is defined to be the set of all couples (x, y)£XXX such that x is proximal to y. We observe P = Oa&'M. aT where 11 is the uniformity of X. The proximal relation P is invariant reflexive symmetric but not necessarily transitive nor closed [see Example 1 ] . The points x and y of X are said to be distal (each from the other) provided that x is not proximal to y. The transformation group (X, T) is distal if and only if P=A, that is, every two different points of X are distal. Definition 6. The points x and y of X are said to be regionally proximal (each to the other) provided that if U, V are neighborhoods of x, y, and if a is an index of X, then there exist xiG U, yiE V, and tEP such that (xit, yd) Ea. The regionally proximal relation of (X, T), denoted Q(X, T) or Q(X) or Qx or Q, is defined to be the set of all couples (x, y) EX XX such that x is regionally proximal to y. We observe Q = C\ae1i The points x and y of X are said to be regionally distal (each from the other) provided that x is not regionally proximal to y. The transformation group (X, T) is equicontinuous if and only if Q=A, that is, every two different points of X are regionally distal. Note that the (uniform) equicontinuity of (X, T) is equivalent to the condition that for each aGIl there exist 8E1L such that BTEoe. Definition 7. If tET, then w': X->X is a homeomorphism of X onto X which is called the transition of (X, T) induced by t. The set [7r'|<G£] of all transitions of (X, T) is a group of homeomorphisms of X onto X, which is called the transition group of (X, T), and which is denoted by G(X, T) or G(X) or Gx or G.
Remark 9. Let Xx denote as usual the cartesian power with base X and exponent X, that is, Xx is the set of all maps of X into X. Let Xx be provided with its cartesian product topology and its cartesian product uniformity, or what is equivalent, with its point-open topology and its point-index uniformity. Convergence in Xx thus means pointwise convergence on X. The theorem of Tychonoff tells us that Xx is compact. Now Xx is also a multiplicative semigroup.
Even though not all elements of Xx are continuous, it has turned out [2] that the compact semigroup Xx is useful in the study of the transformation group (X, T). Moreover, the multiplication in Xx is in general not continuous but has certain notable continuity properties. They are: each left multiplication in Xx is continuous on Xx, and each right multiplication in Xx with multiplier continuous on X is continuous on Xx. This may be proved as follows: If £, vEXx, if (rn\iEI) is a net in Xx such that v->n, and if xEX, then x£?7,->x£t? always and X77,£->x?;{ whenever £ is continuous on X. In particular, each right multiplication in Xx with multiplier in G is continuous on Xx.
Definition 8. Phe enveloping semigroup of (X, T) denoted E(X, T) or E(X) or Ex or £, is defined to be the closure G in Xx of the transition group G of (X, T). The enveloping semigroup £ of (X, T) is thus a compact semigroup in Xx. Clearly, £ is compact. To see that £ is a semigroup, argue as Then x<pA =xA<f>EU<j>EV.
(2) Since <6 maps X onto F, statement (2) follows immediately from statement (1).
(3) Let 8 he an index of Y. Since <p is uniformly continuous, there exists an index a of X such that x£X implies xa<pEx(p8. Choose an admissible subset A of T such that xEX implies x^Cxa.
Then xGX implies xtpA = xA<p Exa<j>Ex4>8-Hence yEY implies yA Ey8- (4) It is known [2, Theorem l] that for a transformation group (X, T) with compact phase space, T is distal on X if and only if T is pointwise almost periodic on XX X. Since cS is a homomorphism of the transformation group (XXX, T) onto the transformation group (YXY, T), the desired conclusion follows from (2).
(5) It is known [4, 4. 38] that for a transformation group (X, T) with compact phase space, T is equicontinuous on X if and only if T is almost periodic on X. The desired conclusion now follows from (3 We show ^ is uniformly continuous. Let N be a finite set, for each nEN let y"G F, and let B be an index of F. For each nEN choose x"G^ so that xn<p = yn, and choose an index a of X so that atpEB. Yet t, sET such that nEN implies (x"ir', x"7r*) G ot. Then nEN implies (ynOrVOi y^WO) = (y"p(, ynp') = ixnfpp', xn(ppe) = (xnir'<f>, x"7r*<p) Ea^EB. The proof is completed.
(11) Since Gx is dense in Ex and £r is a complete separated (indeed, compact) uniform space, and dy; Gx->£r is uniformly continuous, the unique existence of 8 is assured. That 8 is uniformly continuous follows either from the uniform continuity of dy or the compactness of Ex. Since Ex is compact and hence Gx8 is closed, we have Ex8 = Gx8Z)[Gx8]~ = Gy =Ey.
Let ZEEx. Choose a net (£i\iEI) in Gx so that £<->£. If xG-X\ then In symbols, P=AE~r.
Proof. Suppose x£ = y£ for some ££P. Let a be an index of X. Choose a neighborhood U of x£ = y£ so that UXUEa.
There exists vEG such that xr\EU and yyEU whence (xn, yn) E UX UEa. Thus (x, y) £P.
Suppose (x, y)EP-Let 11 be the uniformity of X. For each a Cit define Pa-h|^CG and (xt;, yv)Ea]. Define '5= [Fa|aCU] . Now 'S is a filter base on the compact space E and hence there exists ££fi5:. Assume x£?^y£. Choose a symmetric index a of X so that (x£, y£)£«3-Since £CF", there exists nEFa such that x?jCx£a and yrjEy^a. Therefore (x£, y£) = (x£, *i»)(*rj, yrfiiyn, y£) E a3 which is a contradiction.
Hence x£=y£.
Lemma 5. The transformation group (Y, T) is distal if and only if Px$ =Ay.
Proof. Suppose Pxc6=Ay. It is known [2, Theorem l] that (F, T) is distal if and only if Ey is a group. By 2 of Lemma 3, Ey is a group if and only if the identity map of F is the only idempotent
in Ey. Let v be an idempotent in Ey. The proof that (F, T) is distal will be completed when we show that v is the identity map of Y. By (11) of Lemma 2, vd~x is a nonvacuous compact semigroup in Ex. By (1) of Lemma 3 there exists an idempotent u in v8_1. By Lemma 4, (xu, x)EPx for all xEX since (xu)u=xu2=xu.
By hypothesis, therefore, xutp=xu. By (11) of Lemma 2, xEX impliesx<pv = xu<p=xf>. Hence yE Y implies yv=y, and v is the identity map of F.
Suppose (F, T) is distal. Using (8) of Lemma 2 it follows that Ay=Ax<S CPx$EPy=&y.
Hence £x<?=Af. Definition 9. Let M and A^ be topological spaces, and let /: M-+N. For x G M, the oscillation of f at x, denoted a(f; x), is defined to be [xf] Xn [9W]~, which is a subset ol NXN. The symbol 3lx denotes the neighborhood filter of xEM, and fi [A7*/]-is the adherence of the filter base yixf on N. The oscillation off, denoted u(f), is defined to be Uieaf«(/; x). If £ is a set of maps of M into N, then the oscillation of F, denoted w(£), is defined to be U/sfw(/). Suppose A^ is regular. We observe that if/ is continuous at x, then co (J; x)EAn', H f is continuous on M, then co(/)GAjv; if each member of £ is continuous on M, then u(F) CAjv; the converses all hold if N is compact. These notions are closely related to similar notions in real analysis. Just as in the classical case, oscillation is a measure of discontinuity.
Definition

The oscillation of (X, T), denoted £l(X, T) or fix or fi, is defined to be the oscillation co(E) of the enveloping semigroup £ of (X, T). To summarize, fi = co(£) = U «(£)= U U co(£;x)= U U ([x£] X flM").
(eB (SE z€X teE z£X
Every member of £ is continuous on X if and only if fiCA, or equivalently fi=A, since always fiDA.
Lemma 6. The following statements hold:
(1) «(£, x)0Cw(£0, xcp) if£EEx and xEX.
(2) co(£)0Cco(£0)z/£G£x. Proof. Clearly (1) implies (2). Assume (2). We prove (1). We suppose without loss that Mf=N.
If SF is a filter on a set A, then SF* denotes the collection of all ultrafilters on A which contain SF; whence f)SF* = SF and if X is a map of A onto a set B, then SF*X = (SFX)*.
Consequently, SHx/CHsu*/) =n(SJlI/)* = SJlI/, 91^C^./, and / is continuous at x.
Lemma 8. Every member of Ey is continuous on Y if and only if flxcS = Ay
Proof. If every member of Py is continuous on F, it follows from (3) of Lemma 6 that Ay=Axc6C^x<£C^y =Ay whence flxc>=Ay. We prove the sufficiency. Let TjGPy, let yG F, and let g be an ultrafilter on F such that g->y. By
Lemma 7 it is enough to show that grj->yii. By (11) of Lemma 2, £0=tj for some £GPx-Choose an ultrafilter SF on X so that SFD90-1 whence SFc/> = g. Now SF->Xi, for some XiGX, and SF£->x2 for some x2EX since SF£ is an ultrafilter base on X. From SFc6->Xic/> and SFc/> = g-*y we conclude that Xi<p =y. Now structure relation of (X, T). Definition 11. The transformation group (X, T) is said to be locally almost periodic provided that if xEX and if U is a neighborhood of x, then there exist a neighborhood V of x and a syndetic subset A of T such that VAEU.
Definition 12. Subsets F and Z ol X are said to be distal (each from the other) provided there exists an index a of X such that yE Y, zEZ and tET implies (yt, zt) Ea.
Lemma 13. Let T be locally almost periodic on X. Then: (1) If x, yEX such that x is proximal to y, and if a is an index of X, then there exists a syndetic subset A of T such that that (xa, ya) Eafor all aEA. [February (2) // xGX, if ZEX, and if x is distal from Z, then there exists a neighborhood U of x such that U is distal from Z.
(3) If x, yEX such that x is distal from y, then there exists neighborhoods U of x and V of y such that U is distal from V.
(4) P = Q and P is an invariant closed equivalence relation in X.
Proof. (1) Let U he a neighborhood of x such that UX UEa. There exists an index 8 of X and a syndetic subset B ol T such that x/32P> C U. There exists a syndetic subset C of T such that xCEx8-Let K be a compact subset of T such that T=CK.
Choose an index 7 of X so that (xj, x2)G7 implies (xi£-1, x2k~x)E8 for all kEK. There exists tET such that ixt, yt)Ey. Write t = ck where cEC and kEK-Then (xc, yc) = ixtk~1, ytk~x)E8. Now xcExB Ex82 and ycExcBExS2 whence (xco, ycb)E UX UEa for all bEB. Defining A =cB, it follows that (xa, ya)Ea for all aEA. Since A is a syndetic subset of T, the proof is completed. The proof is completed.
(3) By (2) there exists a neighborhood U of x such that U is distal from y. Again by (2) there exists a neighborhood V of y such that F is distal from U.
(4) By (3), P'CC?' whence PD(). Since also PC£>, we have P = Q. As remarked previously, P and Q are invariant reflexive symmetric, and Q is closed. It remains only to show that P is transitive.
Let (x, y) GP and (y, z) EP-We show (x, z) GP. Let a be an index of X.
Choose an index 8 of X such that /32C«. By (1) there exists a syndetic subset A oi T such that (xa, ya)E8 for all aG^4. Let PJ be a compact subset of T such that T = AK. There exists an index 7 of X such that (xi, x2)G7 implies (X1&-1, x2k-l)E8 for all kEK. Choose tET so that iyt, zt)Ey. Write t = bk where bEA and fcGP. Then (y&, zft) = (y/jfe"1, ztk~x)E8 and (yt>, zZ>)G|3. Since also ixb, yb)E8, it follows that (xo, z6) = (xo, yb)iyb, zb)E82Ea and (xo, zd) Ga. Hence (x, z) GP and the proof is completed.
Remark 13. Let T be locally almost periodic on X, and let x, yEX such that x is distal from y. Then xP is distal from yP. Moreover, some neighborhood of xP is distal from some neighborhood of yP.
Corollary
1. If T is locally almost periodic on X, then P is an invariant closed equivalence relation in X and T is almost periodic on X \ P.
2. If X is a locally almost periodic minimal orbit-closure under P, then P is an invariant closed equivalence relation in X and X \ P is an almost periodic minimal orbit-closure under T.
Theorem 3. Let (X, T) be locally almost periodic. Then the following four relations in X all coincide:
(1) The proximal relation of (X, T).
(2) The regionally proximal relation of (X, T). (3) The distal structure relation of (X, T). (4) The equicontinuous structure relation of (X, T).
Proof. Use (2) of Theorem 2 and (4) of Lemma 13. (6) (X, T) is minimal.
(7) If xGX, then the motion ax maps P onto X. [Equicontinuity of (X, T)
is not needed in (7)].
(8) If xGX, then af1 defines an isomorphism of the transformation group (X, T) onto the transformation group iE\Hx, T) where E\HX = [tf,£|£GP] and iHx£)t=HxiW)iHEE, tET).
Suppose further that T is abelian. Then: (9) P is abelian. [Point transitivity of (X, T) is not needed in (9).] (10) If xGX, then Hx reduces to the identity map of X, cr* is a homeomorphism of E onto X, and af1 is an isomorphism of the transformation group (X, T) onto the transformation group (P, T). (11) If xGX, then there exists a unique group structure in X which makes X a topological group and af1 a group isomorphism of X onto E.
(12) If xGX, then there exists a unique group structure in X which makes X a topological group and irz a group homomorphism of T into X. Statements (1) and (2) follow from [l, Theorems 2 and 3]. The proof of the remaining statements is rather long altogether but offer no particular difficulty.
Remark 15. If (X, T) is equicontinuous minimal, if xGX, and if T is not abelian, then it may happen that Hz=xax1 does not reduce to a single element. Let X be the 2-sphere, let T be the group of all isometries of X, and let T he provided with the space index topology. Then 5e(X, T) =AX and E = T. However, Hx for xGX is not an invariant subgroup of E for if it were, then af1 would define a homeomorphism of X onto the topological group E\HX which is impossible. Definition 14. The structure group of (X, T), denoted T(X, T) or simply T, is defined to be the enveloping semigroup P(X| Se, T) of the equicontinuous structure transformation group (X | Se, T) of (X, T); here Se denotes the equicontinuous structure relation of (X, T). Since (X| Se, T) is equicontinuous, the statements (1) to (5) of Remark 14 apply to (X| Se, T); if moreover (X, T) is point transitive, then (X | Se, T) is also point transitive and statements (6) to (8) apply to (X| S", T); and if also T is abelian, then statements (9) to (12) apply to (X| St, T).
Remark 15. The notion of the structure group of a transformation group with compact phase space yields a partial classification of such transformation groups. In particular, a partial classification of minimal sets is provided. For example, the minimal set of Floyd [3] has the triadic group as its structure group. The following minimal sets have the circle group as their common structure group: the minimal set of Ellis [Example 4], the minimal set of Jones [4, 14.24] , and the various Sturmian minimal sets [4, 12.63 ]. All of the above minimal sets are locally almost periodic discrete flows.
